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Sketchbook adventures 
Prompt 27: That's what they said – Noticing bits of overheard conversation

One of my all-time favorite essays about writing is Joan Didion’s “On Keeping a Notebook.” In just about every college creative writing class I took, the professor would hand it out at the 
start of the semester. In the essay, Didion talks about what she gets out of her notebook and how it helps her writing process. Even before I read this essay, I always kept something with 
me to write things down. If I didn’t have my notebook, a receipt or cocktail napkin did the trick. There are so many interesting bits of overhead conversation that I think I’ll remember, but 
really if I don’t write them down, by the time I get home they’re almost impossible to recall. 

What we notice and choose to document not only tells us something about the people we encounter, but about ourselves. If two people listen to the same conversation, likely both of them 
will pick out and recall different details. The things we choose to notice give us clues about who we are, where we are in our lives and our emotional state. 

This prompt is inspired by all the notebook-keeping I’ve done and Joan Didion’s essay. Spend a few days keeping a small notebook with you everywhere you go. Then pay attention to the 
world around you. Don’t give in to logging into Instagram or checking your email while you’re waiting in line at the grocery store or having a meal alone. Instead, listen closely to other 
people’s conversations and jot down bits that catch your attention. At the end of the few days choose one of those bits and create a page in your sketchbook about it. You can hand letter the 
phrase or eliminate the actual words and just do a visual representation of what you heard or what you imagine that person’s life to be like. If eavesdropping makes you uncomfortable, 
you can listen to conversations in your own life among your family and friends (which I did in the last example) or start a conversation with a stranger (which I did in the first example). 
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